Indirect spectral transmission ratio measurements of the aging crystalline lens nucleus.
A new objective approach to characterize color and opalescence in the lens nucleus, using wavelength indexed transmission ratios (TR) is described. Transmission ratios, i.e. the transmissivity per unit lens thickness, for the whole visible spectral range (390-720 nm) were calculated using fast scanning spectral colorimetry (FSSC). The lowest transmission ratios values were obtained in the blue part of the spectrum in general and at 450 nm in particular. They inversely followed the subjectively determined LOCS II color grading. The difference between transmission ratios at the absorbed part of the spectrum (less than 500 nm) and the non-absorbed part (greater than 550 nm) also reflects the LOCS II color grading. The overall mean transmission ratios for all wavelengths in the spectrum gives an index that closely followed the nuclear opalescence grading of the LOCS II system. The transmission ratios are theoretically independent of the spectral characteristics of the incident light as long as it contains suprathreshold energies in the whole measured spectral range.